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Welcome to The St. Jude  
Math-A-Thon®! 
Thank you for supporting St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital®. Because of fundraising 
programs like St. Jude Math-A-Thon and supporters like you, St. Jude is leading the way the 
world understands, treats and defeats childhood cancer and other life-threatening diseases. 
You’re an important part of making this fundraiser a success, and participation is easy:

Raise money online using the tools 
available at stjude.org/math1

Complete the math worksheets  
in this workbook 2

Earn cool prizes!3
St. Jude patient

Lila

Meet Lila
In 2019, Lila turned 11 in the bone marrow transplant  
unit of St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital®, after  
receiving the transplant that aimed to save her life.  
She had completed treatment for acute myeloid leukemia 
at another hospital, but after six months in remission,  
the cancer came back. This time, Lila’s family sought  
a referral to St. Jude. Lila received her mother’s cells in  
a haploidentical transplant, a procedure pioneered  
by St. Jude. Today, Lila remains in remission.  
When all this is behind her, she hopes to  
pursue a career in pediatric oncology  
“and maybe, in my wildest dreams,  
work at St. Jude.”
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How Math Helps St. Jude
Math is used every day on the St. Jude campus. From careful measurements for  
patient medicine to the complex mathematics needed in our state-of-the-art research 
facilities, numbers play an important role in helping our patients. As you complete each 
worksheet, know that you’re sharpening important skills that are used every day to help  
the kids of St. Jude.

• Since opening, St. Jude has helped push the  
 overall cancer survival rate from 20% to more  
 than 80%. Using your math skills, you notice  
 that means St. Jude is 20% away from totally  
 beating cancer. We won’t stop until no child  
 dies from cancer!

• More than 75% of our operating costs come  
 from generous donors. That means more than  
 half of our needs are met thanks to people like  
 you and your family—thank you!

• Most of our patients are treated as outpatients  
 and stay in one of our three housing facilities.  
 We use math to keep track of our nearly 300  
 rooms specifically designed and managed by  
 us for families of children with cancer and  
 other diseases.

Ready to Sign Up?
St. Jude relies on the power in numbers. Math plays  
a vital role in nearly every aspect of our campus, but  
the strength in numbers is never more powerful than 
when it helps our patients. That’s where you come  
in—turn to the back page of your funbook to start  
the sign up process. You can even have your parents 
scan the QR code and sign up online. 

St. Jude patient
Smyrna
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My name is Dr. Jax. Not long ago, four ordinary students discovered they  
had extraordinary mathematical abilities. Under my guidance, they learned  
to harness their skills into incredible powers—powers that can be  
used to help those less fortunate than themselves. Armed with  
super powers, these once ordinary students became... 

They used their math  
skills for the good of  
others, helping St. Jude  
Children’s Research  
Hospital® raise money  
to find cures for children  
with cancer and other  
life-threatening  
diseases.

SPLITS INTO 
EQUAL PARTS FOR  
A DOUBLE ATTACK!

FIGHTS WITH A 
POWERFUL SLASH!
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SHRINKS SO 
SMALL, HE 
CAN’T BE 

SEEN!

But, nothing prepared them for a surprise attack 
by armored droids sent from the future. These 
robots want to use The Numerators’ powers for 
their own purposes. Until The Numerators defeat 
their attackers, they can’t continue their work to 
help St. Jude.

By harnessing your own math skills in this Funbook, you can help The Numerators deprogram the  
robots. By participating in the St. Jude Math-A-Thon, you’ll raise money to help kids at St. Jude.  
Just like The Numerators, you can use math to help fund research and find cures for kids. Help  
The Numerators while helping St. Jude, and begin your own adventure today!
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Decimals in Space!
The Numerators have teleported themselves—and several Earth objects—to other planets to test their 
strength! This chart shows the factor to multiply by an object’s weight on Earth to find what its weight  

would be on each planet. See how strong they are here—and throughout the solar system!
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High-Speed Chases
The Fleet Feet gang is on the run at super speed! Calculate how far, for how long  

or how fast The Numerators have to go to keep up with each criminal.
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Reboot the Robot
A giant robot has attacked The Numerators! But a secret code phrase will deactivate it.  

While The Numerators battle the ’bot, they need you to find the secret phrase. Solve each  
fraction division problem and write your answers in simplest form. After you solve all the  

problems, you’ll find some of your answers beneath the blanks below. Write the letter that  
is next to each answer in the blank above the correct fraction.
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Fraction vs. Mal Function
Look out, Fraction—it’s Mal Function! Fill in the missing values in each function table and write an 

equation that shows the rule for each one. Otherwise, Mal Function will attack Fraction with a table! 
(We gave you the rule for the first one at the top of the table.)
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X’s and O’s
X-tra! X-tra! Read all about it! The Variable Villains have promised to give up crime if The Numerators  
can pick the perfect loving pet for each villain. Evaluate each expression, then draw a line between  

each villain and the pet with the matching value. You can be a hero!
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Scavenger Hunt
The sixth graders had a scavenger hunt. But instead of collecting the items  

on each list, the teams had to find the measurements of the items. Fill in  
the correct unit for each measurement. Use MM, CM, M or KM.



St. Jude patient
Michael

Check out stjude.org/math to start fundraising online today! 

Packed with tools to help you manage your fundraising efforts, 
raise more money and save time, stjude.org/math includes 
tools to help you: 

+ Find your school

+ Create your own fundraising webpage and set your goal

+ Accept online donations

+ Integrate with Facebook Fundraising

Scan to find your 
school and sign up!
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